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Laser collimation of a chromium beam
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~Received 19 August 1996!

We have studied laser collimation of a chromium atomic beam using a transverse polarization gradient
cooling scheme. We present detailed measurements of the angular distribution of atoms on the beam axis, over
a broad range of laser intensities and detunings, including those that produce significant excitation, and observe
collimation angles as small as 0.1660.01 mrad~50% quantile!. We compare our results with existing calcu-
lations based on assumptions of steady-state conditions and low excited-state population.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Collimated atomic beams play an important role in ma
applications of current interest, from atom interferomet
@1# and atomic clocks@2# to collision studies@3# and direct-
write nanofabrication@4#. While collimation can be achieve
in a very straightforward way using nozzles and/or collim
ing apertures@5,6#, these approaches generally result in
great loss of flux. Recently, laser cooling techniques, wh
utilize dissipative forces to increase the brightness of ato
beams, have arisen as an alternative that provides high
grees of collimation without significant loss of flux@7–9#.

We report here results on laser collimation of a therm
chromium atomic beam using one-dimensional transve
sub-Doppler polarization-gradient laser cooling. We ha
measured angular distributions of atoms on the beam axis
a range of laser intensities and detunings. We have also
termined the conditions under which a minimum angu
spread is obtained within the constraints of our experime
configuration. Many of the measurements are made un
conditions of high excited-state fraction and non-steady-s
conditions, so our data cover a relatively unexplored area
a result, there is no theoretical work available for direct co
parison. We compare our results with theoretical calculati
based on assumptions of low-excited-state fraction
steady-state conditions, in order to contrast this work w
other laser cooling studies.

A. Background

Since the first experiments on cooling free atoms w
near-resonant laser light@10#, many cooling mechanism
have been identified, including Doppler-limited, su
Doppler, and sub-recoil cooling@11#. These techniques hav
been applied in one, two, and three dimensions, to slow
trap atoms and to transversely cool and therefore collim
and brighten an atomic beam.

*Present address: School of Physics, University of Melbou
Parkville Vic 3052, Australia
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The fundamentals of laser cooling have been thoroug
described by several authors@11#. In the simplest scheme
atoms are cooled in a region of counterpropagating la
beams, sometimes referred to as optical molasses, wher
lasers are detuned below the atomic resonance. Due to
Doppler shift, it is more likely that atoms absorb light, an
hence momentum, from the laser beam that is propaga
opposite to their own motion.

Enhanced cooling can be obtained by employing polari
tion gradients in the laser field@12#. In particular, the lin
' lin configuration uses two counterpropagating lasers w
orthogonal linear polarizations to create a superposition w
continually varying polarization. Atoms with the appropria
transitions~angular momentumJ→J11, JÞ0! experience
laser forces that depend on the polarization, such that mo
against the polarization gradients results in additio
velocity-dependent forces and the associated cooling effe

In recent years, the understanding of polarization-grad
laser cooling has evolved to the point where it appears
follow near-universal behavior if one concentrates on
limit of low excited-state fraction and assumes that stea
state conditions have been attained. These circumstance
be found, for example, in a three-dimensional atom trap
when slow atoms are cooled in one dimension over a lo
interaction distance.

Given these conditions, the temperature of the cooled
oms~or, equivalently the rms velocity spread or the avera
kinetic energy Ek) is found to depend~for a given
J→J11 transition! only on the light shift potentialU0 @12–
16#. This quantity, which incorporates the essential laser
rameters of intensity and detuning, represents in a sin
number the effective depths of an array of light-shift pote
tials associated with the different magnetic substates of
atom and their differing interactions with the varying pola
ization state of the laser. In terms of the laser paramet
U0 is given by@16#

U05\uDu
V2

4D21G2 . ~1!

HereG is the linewidth of the transition,D is the laser de-
e,
1331
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tuning with respect to the atomic transition frequency, a
V is the Rabi frequency for the strongest magnetic suble
transition, i.e., foruM u5J→uM u5J11. The Rabi frequency
is given byV25 1

2G
2(I /I 0), where I is the intensity of the

laser field andI 0 is the saturation intensity for the transitio
@17#.

When comparing laser cooling for different atoms, it
useful to scale the light shift and the average kinetic ene
Ek by the recoil energyEr[\2k2/2M of an atom with mass
M absorbing or emitting a photon of momentum\k @18#.
With this scaling, the near-universal behavior becomes
parent. The average kinetic energy of the atoms initially fa
rapidly with U0, reaching a minimum when the light shi
reaches a value aroundU0550Er @14,16#. Typical experi-
mental values of this minimum average kinetic energy
three-dimensional experiments areEk(min)532Er for ru-
bidium (J53→4) @18#, 26Er for cesium (J54→5) @19#,
and 22Er for sodium (J52→3) @17#. From the minimum,
the average kinetic energy increases approximately line
as a function of light shift with a slope of about 0.14 in o
dimension@14–16,20# and 0.35 in three dimensions@18,19#
for all atoms investigated so far.

B. This work

While a fairly good understanding has evolved of las
cooling in low-excitation, steady-state conditions, less
known about the situation examined by the current study
our work, the major emphasis is the attainment of a h
degree of collimation in a thermal atom beam using la
cooling over a necessarily limited interaction region. B
cause of the relatively fast atomic speeds and short inte
tion region, steady-state conditions do not exist over the
range of parameters investigated. Despite this, we obs
collimations that are not very different from those expec
in a steady-state situation. The apparent reason for this is
use of higher laser intensities; stronger cooling appear
compensate for the lack of complete steady-state conditi
Though this improves the collimation of the atom beam
brings the conditions of our experiments further from t
regime of well-understood laser cooling, which is restrict
to low excitation fractions.

Our experiments measure the angular distribution of
oms in a chromium atomic beam after interacting with
polarization gradient laser cooling process. The angular
tributions we present are spatially resolved; we observe o
those atoms passing through a point in the center of the b
and measure the probability that an atomic trajectory ha
certain angle relative to the beam axis. We have concentr
on two goals:~i! obtaining the highest degree of collimatio
within the constraints of our apparatus and~ii ! gaining fur-
ther insight into laser cooling at high-excited-state fract
and non-steady-state conditions.

In addition to measuring and presenting the full angu
distributions, we have also derived 50% and 90% angu
quantiles. These are defined as the full angular width c
tered about zero that contains 50%~or 90%! of the integrated
angular distribution. Though these angular measures de
from the more conventional full width at half maximum o
rms spread, we find them to be a convenient and unbia
way to represent the width of a distribution whose functio
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form is completely unspecified. In addition, the quantile
the true number of interest where the ultimate goal is
collimate a beam so that as many atoms as possible
through an aperture.

In searching for the highest degree of collimation, w
concentrated on finding the laser configuration that m
mized both the 50% and 90% quantiles. Our smallest qu
tiles were obtained with a cooling laser having a Gauss
profile along the atom beam axis. For a 1/e2 full width
of 2361 mm, we found that 90% of the beam wa
cooled into 0.6160.02 mrad ~full angle! and 50% into
0.1660.01 mrad, using a laser power of 40 mW and a det
ing of 2G @21#.

Although a Gaussian laser beam gave narrower collim
tion angles, we chose to truncate the beam profile, to m
closely approximate a uniform illumination, for our studie
of collimation as a function of laser parameters. This allow
us to establish a well-defined interaction length for the ato
and also to perform experiments under more nearly const
intensity conditions. This eliminated the possibility of an
adiabatic cooling effects in the gradually decreasing inten
of a Gaussian tail@22#.

II. ANGLE AND VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS

This experiment, which produces and measures the c
mation of an atomic beam, is, in some ways, very similar
experiments that study transverse laser cooling. Howeve
is important to recognize that angular distribution measu
ments~which we report! cannot directly provide the trans
verse velocity distribution~frequently obtained in transvers
cooling experiments! without making some assumption
Two problems prevent us from establishing this relationsh
~i! we do not knowa priori the shape, or functional form, o
the transverse velocity distribution after cooling and~ii !
there is an unknown degree of correlation between long
dinal and transverse velocities. Characterizations of, or
sumptions about, both of these effects are required for a
convolution of the transverse velocity distribution from th
beam angular distribution and the known longitudinal velo
ity distribution.

The functional form of the transverse velocity distributio
is undetermined because of the departure from the l
excited-state limit. While for low-excited-state fraction th
transverse velocity distribution is expected to be Gaussia
shape@16#, a high-excited-state fraction has been seen th
retically to result in a distinctly non-Gaussian distributio
with a narrow central feature and broad wings@23,24#.

The correlation between transverse and longitudinal
locities is unknown because we generally do not ha
steady-state conditions. If the steady state is fully reache
is reasonable to assume that the transverse velocities
fully thermalized and no correlation remains between
longitudinal and transverse velocities. If steady state is
reached, however, we must allow for two possible source
correlation. A correlation could occur because of our limit
interaction distance, which can result in longitudinally fas
atoms interacting with the laser for shorter times and th
being cooled less. Also, it could be a remnant of the cor
lation present as a result of geometrical constraints on
atom beam@25#.
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55 1333LASER COLLIMATION OF A CHROMIUM BEAM
Since comparisons between laser cooling theories and
periments have centered on the velocity distribution and
spread, it might seem from the above discussion that a c
parison cannot be made when the angular distribution
measured. This is not so, however, because calculations
go one additional step to include the effects of correlat
between transverse and longitudinal velocities and calcu
an angular distribution. This should be relatively straightf
ward for a quantum Monte Carlo approach.

In the absence of a quantum Monte Carlo calculation
plicable to our specific conditions, it is interesting to calc
late the angular distribution that would result if steady-st
conditions prevailed. With this assumption, there is no c
relation between the velocities and the angular distributio
given by

P~a!da5F E
0

`

dvzF~vza!G~vz!vzGda, ~2!

wherea[vx /vz is the angle between the velocity vector a
the beam axis,F(vx)dvx is the ~presumed known or calcu
lated! transverse velocity distribution, andG(vz) is the ther-
mal distribution given by vz

2exp(2vz
2/2v0

2), with
v0
25kBT/M , kB being the Boltzmann constant,M the atomic

mass, andT the oven temperature. We note thatP(a) is an
atomicdensityangular distribution, as opposed to aflux dis-
tribution, so the thermal distributionG(vz) contains a factor
of vz

2 instead of the more familiarvz
3 . The extra factor of

vz in Eq. ~2! comes from the relationdvx5vzda.
An analytical form forP(a) can be obtained ifF(vx) is

Gaussian, as it would be for low-excitation, steady-state c
ditions. With the rms deviation ofF(vx) defined to bev0x ,
we obtain

P~a!da52S v0x
2 v0

2

a2v0
21v0x

2 D 2da. ~3!

The squared-Lorentzian distribution of Eq.~3! will be used
below for comparing steady-state, low-excitation theory
our results.

III. EXPERIMENT

Figure 1 shows our experimental arrangement, which
cludes the vacuum chamber with atomic beam source,
laser system for atomic beam collimation, and the fluor
cence probe and imaging system used to determine the
gular distribution of the atoms on the beam axis.

A. Atomic beam

The chromium beam was produced using a radiativ
heated tantalum crucible with a 1-mm circular apertu
Typical operating temperatures of 1550 °C produce a m
probable longitudinal velocity of (2kBT/M )1/25761 m/s.
The longitudinal velocity distribution was measured a
found to be in excellent agreement with a thermal distrib
tion characterized by the crucible temperature. The be
was further defined with a 1-mm square aperture 450
from the crucible. The atomic beam was then cooled by o
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dimensional optical molasses located 50 mm downstre
from the square aperture. The7S3 to

7P4 dipole transition
was used for cooling, at a wavelength ofl5425.43 nm~in
air!, with a linewidth ofG/2p55 MHz and saturation inten-
sity I 058.5 mW/cm2. The initial angular distribution enter-
ing the molasses, determined by the 1-mm circular apertu
of the crucible, had a base width of approximately 2 mrad

Naturally occurring Cr includes 83.8%52Cr that is free of
hyperfine structure. The other isotopes were not cooled
detected in our experiments. Atoms pumped to the7P4 ex-
cited state can also decay to the5D3,4 metastable states,
where they will remain trapped and undetectable using o
fluorescence techniques. The branching ratio is appro
mately 1:5500, which implies approximately 8% loss for ou
interaction times. We assume that to first order the atoms
lost proportionally from all transverse velocity groups an
this loss does not have a significant effect on the final ang
lar distributions.

B. Laser

A single-mode ring-dye laser with stilbene-420 dye
pumped with 4 W of UV argon-ion laser light, typically pro-
duced 200–300 mW of blue light at 425.43 nm. The las
was locked to the atomic transition using a split photodiod
technique@26#, calibrated against a saturable absorption ce

The Gaussian laser beam was expanded asymmetric
using cylindrical lenses to a 1/e2 width of 2361 mm along
the atom beam@Fig. 2~a!# and a 1/e2 width of 4.260.2 mm
transverse to the atom beam. This laser profile produced
best atomic beam collimation.

The laser beam profile used for our studies of intens
and detuning dependence was obtained by truncating
Gaussian beam along the atom beam symmetrically ab
the center to a length of 10.660.5 mm. This produced a
nominally uniform intensity that fell off by 27% at the ends
of the interaction region@Fig. 2~b!# and dropped off by 11%
at the edges of the atom beam.

The truncation of the laser beam was done at a distance
175 mm from the atom beam, and as a result diffractio
caused the truncated edge to fall off with a certain width. T
determine whether this width had an effect on our results, f
instance, as might be caused by residual adiabatic cooling
the atoms exit the cooling region@22#, we also performed

FIG. 1. Experimental arrangement, showing effusive chromiu
source~at 1550 °C! with 1-mm-diam. aperture, split photodiode for
frequency locking, precollimating aperture~131 mm2!, collimation
region, knife edge, and fluorescence imaging detector. The opti
elements shown are mirror~M!, beam splitter~BS!, linear polarizer
~LP!, cylindrical telescope~CT!, cylindrical lens~CL!, and quarter-
wave retarder (l/4).
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1334 55R. E. SCHOLTENet al.
tests with the truncation much closer to the atom beam,
distance of 12.5 mm. The intensity falloff~90–10%! oc-
curred in 0.24 mm for the 175-mm separation and 0.074
for the 12.5-mm separation. No significant difference w
seen between data taken with the two truncation location

The effective laser intensity for the nominally unifor
profile was obtained by fitting Gaussian functions to the f
laser profiles along@see Fig. 2~a!# and transverse to the atom
beam. The resulting two-dimensional Gaussian laser pro
was normalized by setting the integral equal to the measu
total power in the laser beam. The profile was then avera
over a 1310 mm2 rectangle to give the effective intensity i
the interaction region.

The laser cooling region was produced by retroreflect
the linearly polarized laser beam from a multilayer dielect
mirror and quarter-wave retarder combination located ins
the vacuum chamber. Three orthogonal pairs of Helmh
coils were used to bring the magnetic field in the interact
region to a level of 062mT.

C. Angular distribution measurement

We determined the angular distribution in the atom be
after interaction with the laser cooling using a fluoresce
imaging technique@27#. The atomic beam was partiall
blocked by a knife edge, located a distancel5120 mm be-
yond the cooling region, and the atoms were then allowe
drift a distanceL5660 mm until they intersected a prob
laser beam~see Fig. 1!. The transverse spatial profile of th
atomic beam, representing a shadow of the knife edge,
recorded by capturing an image of the fluorescence from
probe with a charge coupled device~CCD! camera; this pro-
file was then used to obtain the angular distribution as
lows.

We first assume that the angular distribution is the sa
for all locations at the exit of the cooling region over a sp
tial extentdx5Dxl/L, whereDx is the width of the trans-
verse spatial profile at the probe. For all measurements,dx is
no larger than 0.1 mm, or about 1/10th of the atom be
width, so this is a good assumption. We then relate the s
tial profile at the probe to the angular distribution in t
beamf (a) by

FIG. 2. Laser intensity profiles along the direction of the ato
beam, measured at the interaction region:~a! full Gaussian profile
and ~b! truncated profile. A fit to the Gaussian profile yields
1/e2 full width of 2361 mm. The truncated profile has a full widt
at half maximum of 10.660.5 mm. The laser profile perpendicula
to the atom beam~not shown! was very nearly Gaussian wit
1/e2 full width of 4.260.2 mm.
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I ~x!5E
tan21~x/L !

p/2

f ~a!da, ~4!

wherex is the distance along the profile andx50 is defined
as the location where the knife edge cuts the atomic be
The angular distribution is thus obtained by differentiati
the spatial intensity profile and taking the limitx/L!1 to
yield

f ~a!52L
dI~x!

dx
. ~5!

A typical spatial profile and derivative are shown in Fig.
We note that the atomic beam is not perfectly uniform,

seen by the gentle curvature at the top of the profile in F
3~a!, and this affects the derivative in a manner unrelated
the true angular distribution. This complication was avoid
by using only the points in the shadow of the knife edge, i
wherex.0. To extract these points we applied a nonpa
metric smoother to the negative peak of the derivative, loc
ing the local minimum, and mirrored the data forx.0 about
this point.

The imaging system on the CCD camera consisted o
425-nm line filter and a 105-mmf /1.8 camera lens on a
bellows extension. The captured two-dimensional image w
band averaged along the atom beam in the central, brigh
portion of the fluorescence to yield the line scans such as
one shown in Fig. 3~a!. Calibration of the imaging system
was carried out by capturing images of a calibrated sc
which showed that one pixel of the CCD camera cor
sponded to 8.8mm at the atom beam, or an angle of 0.0
mrad.

The probe laser was focused using a cylindrical lens
provide a thin plane of illumination, with thicknes
'200mm, lying along the cooling direction and perpendic

FIG. 3. Fluorescence profiles of the atomic beam acquired
capturing an image with the CCD imaging camera and band a
aging along the direction of the atom beam.~a! Transverse profile
of a laser-collimated atomic beam, showing knife edge shadow~b!
Spatial derivative of the profile shown in~a!.
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55 1335LASER COLLIMATION OF A CHROMIUM BEAM
lar to the imaging system. This reduced the depth of fi
required of the imaging optics. It also ensured measurem
of only a small vertical~i.e., transverse! section of the beam
for which the cooling laser intensity was approximately co
stant. The probe laser power was typically 5 mW, chosen
obtain sufficient fluorescence intensity without increasing
apparent angular spread of the atomic beam~which occurs at
higher power levels because saturation causes the effe
thickness of the illumination plane to increase!. It is worth
noting that the Doppler shifts associated with the angu
spreads found in this experiment are in the range of
MHz, far smaller than the natural linewidth of 5 MHz. Me
suring the transverse velocities spectroscopically wo
therefore be extremely difficult.

Uncertainties in the angular distribution measureme
were predominantly a result of noise in the profiles, with
minor contribution~1%! from uncertainty in the conversio
from pixels to angle. The contribution of the noise to t
derived quantiles was estimated by a ‘‘bootstrap’’ approa
in which ~i! the profiles were smoothed until they appear
noise-free,~ii ! the standard deviation of the difference~re-
sidual! between the smoothed and raw data was calcula
~iii ! 1000 artificial data sets were generated by adding r
dom numbers with the same standard deviation to
smoothed profile,~iv! quantiles for each artificial data se
were calculated, and~v! the standard deviation of these qua
tiles was calculated.

The angular distributions also include a contribution d
to convolution with the edge resolution of the optics, whi
was measured by capturing the image of a sharp edge pl
at the atom beam location. The derivative of this image h
a 50% quantile of 0.013 mrad and a 90% quantile
0.026 mrad. No correction was performed to remove t
contribution.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Figure 4 shows the measured angular distribution for la
cooling with the full Gaussian laser beam profile shown
Fig. 2~a!. The single-beam laser power for this measurem
was 40 mW and the detuning was2G. This distribution rep-

FIG. 4. Angular distribution of the cooled Cr beam obtained
inverting and symmetrizing a derivative profile such as shown
Fig. 3~b!. This distribution corresponds to the highest degree
collimation observed, obtained by using a Gaussian laser b
@Fig. 2~a!# with total power 40 mW and detuning2G. 90% of the
atoms are within 0.6160.02 mrad and 50% are within 0.1660.01
mrad.
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resents the highest degree of collimation observed, with 9
of the atoms within 0.6160.02 mrad and 50% within
0.1660.01 mrad.

Figure 5 shows the complete set of measured distributi
obtained using the truncated, nominally uniform laser profi
for various intensities and several detunings. Besides sh
ing the distributions as a function of intensity for a range
detunings, we also display the effective light shift potent
well depthsU0 for each measurement so that corresponde
can be made with cooling theories. In determiningU0 for our
data, there is some ambiguity as to the correct express
Equation~1! is strictly only valid for low excitation fraction,
and our experiments are generally not carried out in t
regime. If there is a significant excited-state population,
overall effective potential is modified by the potentials of t
excited state. To approximately take account of this
choose to calculate the average light shift of the ground s
and the excited state weighted by their populations, given
@12,28#

U05
\D

2
lnS 11

4V2

G214D2D , ~6!

where in Eq.~6! V is the Rabi frequency derived from th
intensity in only one of the two laser beams making up
polarization gradient laser cooling region. While Eq.~6! is
strictly valid only for equilibrium conditions, we feel it give
a closer approximation to the true effective potential than
~1!. We note that these two expressions become equiva
for low excitation fraction, i.e., in the limit of low intensity
and/or large detuning.

At low light shifts the distributions shown in Fig. 5 hav
a semicircular shape with a small central peak. The sem
cular part of this distribution consists of atoms that do n
have sufficient time to interact with the cooling laser. T
shape is a direct consequence of the circular source ape
in the chromium oven. The small central peak represents
small, but increasing, fraction of atoms that are cooled.
only a small fraction of the atoms appear to be affected
the cooling, these distributions are most likely far fro
steady-state conditions.

At the higher light shifts the distributions appear to
completely modified by the cooling process, with the maj
ity of the atoms cooled from the background into the narr
central peak. We expect that these distributions are the c
est to steady-state conditions, since the shape is not un
that predicted by Eq.~3!. However, even at the highest ligh
shifts, there are small tails at large angles that could be ei
incompletely cooled atoms or high-velocity components o
steady-state transverse velocity distribution.

To further quantify the distributions shown in Fig. 5, w
have calculated 50% and 90% quantilesa50 anda90 of the
distributions, which were determined by summing the data
a function of angle and examining the result. As mention
above, the quantiles provide a simple, unbiased measur
the angular width of the distribution and are useful expe
mental quantities if one wishes to know how much atom
flux can be passed though a given aperture size with a
cific amount of cooling. We calculate both the 50% and 90
quantiles, as this gives more information about the ove
shape of the distribution. For example, ifa50 remains small,

n
f
m
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FIG. 5. Angular distributions of the cooled C
beam obtained by inverting and symmetrizing d
rivative profiles such as shown in Fig. 3~b!, dis-
played as a function of laser detuningD and in-
tensity. ~a! D52G/2, ~b! D52G, ~c!
D522G, and~d! D524G, whereG is the natu-
ral linewidth of Cr (2p35 MHz). The profiles
are plotted in such a way as to also display f
each case the effective potential well depthU0,
given by Eq.~6!, and also the corresponding las
intensity. Each profile is given a vertical offse
corresponding to its value ofU0 and the scale is
given on the left vertical axis of each plot. Th
scale for the intensity is given on the right vert
cal axis. The profiles are all normalized to hav
unity area.
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buta90 increases, this indicates that the distribution is reta
ing a narrow peak, but is gaining wings.

Figure 6 shows the quantiles derived from the distrib
tions shown in Fig. 5. Botha50 and a90 are plotted as a
function of U0, defined in Eq.~6!, for various detunings
Also shown for reference in Fig. 6 is the calculated exci
state fractionf ex for the strongest (uM u5J→uM u5J11)
transition, given by

f ex5
V2

G212V214D2 . ~7!

All the quantiles shown in Fig. 6 have similar behavi
for lower values ofU0, decreasing asU0 is increased until a
minimum is reached aroundU0'100Er . This initial de-
crease is consistent with an approach toward steady-
conditions, with more and more atoms being captured by
cooling process. The shapes of the distributions in Fig
bear this out, showing a disappearance of the uncoo
semicircular distribution. The variation with detuning is al
in accord with this picture, as one would expect steady-s
conditions to require higher values ofU0 for larger detun-
ings.

After reaching a minimum, the quantiles increase slow
asU0 is increased further, with larger detunings increas
more slowly than smaller ones. This increase is a resul
heating from spontaneous emission, which competes w
the cooling processes. The faster increase for smaller de
ings is clarified by considering the excited-state fractio
which is much larger for the smaller detunings.
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Also shown in Fig. 6 are the results of a low-excitatio
steady-state one-dimensional calculation@16#. The calcula-
tion predicts the transverse average kinetic energy for la
cooling of rubidium, which has a cooling transition with th
same angular momenta as chromium (J53→J54). The re-
sults should be directly applicable to chromium, provid
everything is scaled by the recoil energyEr . The calculated
kinetic energies were transformed into angular distributio
using Eq.~3!, which assumes a Gaussian transverse velo
distribution and no correlation between longitudinal a
transverse velocities, consistent with steady-state, l
excitation conditions. The angular distributions were then
tegrated numerically to obtain the quantiles.

The agreement between the theory and experiment is
markable fora50, considering the disparity in conditions
While an expected divergence is seen at low values ofU0,
due to the uncaptured portion of the atom beam, the ag
ment is quite good for larger values ofU0. Particularly good
agreement is seen for the larger detunings, which is perh
understandable because these have the smallest excited
fraction.

The experimental values fora90 lie consistently higher
than those calculated. A likely cause of this situation is
difference between the shapes of the experimental and t
retical angular distributions since if the shapes were
same, both quantiles would have to agree equally well. T
a90 is larger than the theory indicates that the distributi
has large-angle tails, which is consistent with the type
non-Gaussian velocity distribution observed in hig
excitation cooling calculations@23,24#. An even larger dif-
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ference is seen between theory and experiment for sm
detunings, which again points toward a strong effect due
high-excitation fraction.

While the agreements and disagreements between the
periment and low-excitation, steady-state theory are inter
ing, a few caveats must be kept in mind before too ma
conclusions are drawn. First, the general decrease ina50 and
a90 at small values ofU0 for both the theory and experimen
probably arises from very different effects: the experim
decreases because more and more atoms are participat
the cooling process, while the theory~which always assume
all atoms participate fully! decreases because of increas
cooling efficiency. Second, the role of correlation betwe

FIG. 6. Angular quantiles for the angular distributions shown
Fig. 5, plotted as a function of the effective potential well dep
U0, given by Eq.~6!. These quantities are defined as the angu
width that encompasses a specific integrated fraction of the pro
~a! 50% quantile and~b! 90% quantile. Different detuningsD are
indicated by different plotting symbols and line types, as shown
the inset. Uncertainties are one standard deviation and are sh
only where larger than the plotting symbol. A calculation of t
quantiles based on a low-excitation equilibrium theory is also in
cated in each graph by the heavy solid curve. Also shown for
erence at the top of the figure is the calculated excited state frac
f ex @Eq. ~7!# for the different detunings.
ler
a
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y

t
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the longitudinal and transverse velocities may have sign
cant effects, yet is not really considered in this comparis
Third, there is still some ambiguity in the choice of definitio
for U0. It is somewhat unsatisfactory that the definitions a
different for the theory and experiment, yet it is clearly i
appropriate to use a low-excitation definition for our expe
mental conditions.

V. SUMMARY

These experiments have shown that a chromium beam
be transversely cooled and collimated well below the Do
pler limit using lin' lin molasses. Using a Gaussian las
profile, 50% of the beam can be collimated within 0.
60.01 mrad. Applications that require intense and we
collimated atomic beams, such as atomic interferometry@1#,
collisional studies@3#, and nanofabrication using atom optic
@4#, can benefit from these results, which demonstrate th
large number of atoms in a beam can be collimated e
ciently, to an angular width corresponding to a few times
recoil velocity, in a short interaction time.

The conventional models of laser-atom cooling, based
assumptions of infinite interaction times and low-excite
state fractions, are clearly not applicable to the cooling
atoms over a limited interaction distance in a thermal bea
Interestingly, however, our measurements show the gen
trends expected from low-excitation approaches, which p
dict improved cooling and reduced kinetic energies along
laser axes as the light shift is increased from zero, reachin
characteristic minimum energy spread before rising due
diffusion heating effects at higher laser intensities.

The particular shape of the angular distributions has
been considered previously and yet this is of essential imp
tance to the application of laser cooling for the production
collimated atomic beams. The distribution is of particu
interest for nonequilibrium conditions, where the contrib
tion of the large-angle wings to the total transverse kine
energy can be quite large, even while the bulk of the atom
beam is well collimated.

To further experimentally explore one-dimensional las
cooling in an atomic beam, use of a velocity-selected ato
beam or velocity-selective detection would be highly des
able. This would not only permit measurement of beam c
limation for well-defined interaction times, but also allo
direct measurement of the transverse velocity distribution

To learn more about the cooling processes underlying
collimation of a thermal atomic beam, much insight could
gained by carrying out time-dependent quantum Monte Ca
calculations for conditions corresponding to the present w
and deriving angular distributions taking into account all v
locity correlations and non-steady-state effects.
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